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Abstract
In the recent years, lanthanide doped wide band gap semiconductor and oxide nanoparticles have become one

of the fastest growing areas of scientific research. There are two main challenges when doping nanoscale materials with

Ln ions. The first is host specific and concerns the huge surface/volume ratio. The second main challenges concern the

“marriage” between the host and the lanthanide dopants. In the case of aliovalent doping, the misfit in the valence but

also the ionic radii of the bulkier dopants and host cations can lead to reduced complex distribution of lanthanide as

isolated substitutional /interstitial centres or associates with defects or/and reduce solubility. So, the first question to be

answered when studying lanthanide doped nanoparticles is the following: How do we know if the nanoparticles have

been successfully doped? Since the dopants class is represented by optically active dopants, a “natural” selection of a local

structure oriented technique would be the luminescence spectroscopy based on use of the lanthanide as luminescence

probe.

The project aims at clarifying the local structure around lanthanide dopants in three outstanding wide bandgap oxides

SnO2, TiO2 and HfO2. Our luminescence approach based on the simultaneous analysis of the site selective and time-gated

luminescence allows an exceptional insight into the photophysics of doped nanoparticles. As lanthanide dopants with

local probe properties, we select the Eu, Sm, Tb, Dy and Er ions with relevant emission in the visible and near – infrared,

respectively. The project will address also the current limitations existing in the literature and which regard, essentially,

the correlation between the local structure and long - range properties. To this aim, we will correlate the in situ

luminescence with in situ X – ray diffraction and in situ Raman data to get in depth insight into the order/disorder, doping

and surface effects during amorphous/crystalline to crystalline phase transition.



Objectives

The project aims at clarifying the local structure around lanthanide dopants in three

outstanding wide bandgap oxides SnO2, TiO2 and HfO2. Our luminescence approach based

on the simultaneous analysis of the site selective and time-gated luminescence allows an

exceptional insight into the photophysics of doped nanoparticles. As lanthanide dopants

with local probe properties, we select the Eu, Sm, Tb, Dy and Er ions with relevant emission

in the visible and near – infrared, respectively.

The project will address also the current limitations existing in the literature and

which regard, essentially, the correlation between the local structure and long - range

properties. To this aim, we will correlate the in situ luminescence with in situ X – ray

diffraction and in situ Raman data to get in depth insight into the order/disorder, doping

and surface effects during amorphous/crystalline to crystalline phase transition.



Major Scientific Results
1. We evidence for the first time a complex distribution of intrinsic nature composed of substitutional isolated,
substitutional associates with defects as well as surface centers. Such multi-modal distribution is revealed for Eu and
Sm, while Pr, Tb and Dy appear to be distributed mostly on the SnO2 surface.

Summary of the emission properties of Eu-SnO2 calcined at 700 /1000 °C and measured at 80 and 300 K.

Characteristic excitation spectra (a), emission spectra (b) and emission decays (c) of Eu centers labelled as I–V centers.



Major Scientific Results
2. Heavy (>20%) wet impregnation of ceria with metals of various valences represents a viable alternative to bulk
doping methods.

3. Using for the first time up-conversion as a probe tool for the location and distribution of dopant(s) in nanoscale
systems and to identify the opposite roles of Ca and Zr as the repeller and the scavenger of oxygen vacancies in
ceria, respectively.
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Heavy (>20%) wet impregnation of ceria with metals of various valences represents a viable alternative to bulk doping methods.



Major Scientific Results

4. Wet impregnation with 10 and 20% Eu followed by calcination in air above 500 °C produces a full tetragonal phase
stabilization of ZrO2 nanoparticles in the bulk.

Comparison between the site-selective emission spectra of 10Eu(I)–ZrO2 (OW, RH) and 20Eu(I)–ZrO2 (CIT) performed at low

temperature (T = 80 K). The green highlighted spectra correspond to well-separated tetragonal emission. The yellow highlighted

spectra represent the contribution from the monoclinic fingerprint mission.



Major Scientific Results

5. CeO2, ZrO2, and HfO2 represent a unique case of a family of oxides that is extremely tolerant to heavy
doping by wet impregnation.

Effect of Eu Insertion Mode (Wet Impregnation/Bulk Coprecipitation) on Cubic Phase Stabilization of Hafnia Nanoparticles



Major Scientific Results
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6. Rare evidence of a heterogeneous (Er enriched/Er depleted) distribution leading to the coexistence of two
polymorphs in a single nanoparticle is revealed by phase and Z contrast TEM while the absence of the energy transfer
between Er of the two polymorphs was confirmed by UPC emission measurements.

7. The outstanding sensitivity of combined TEM and UPC emission to subtle deviations from uniform doping in the
diluted concentration regime renders such an approach relevant for various functional oxides supporting lanthanide
dopants as emitters.

The distribution of a lanthanide (Er) dopant, be this enriched, depleted or surface segregated, is associated to its optical response across full tetragonal to

monoclinic phase transformation of ZrO2. This illustration depicts how the combination of upconversion (UPC) emission and advanced transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) disentangles the structural phases and UPC emission determined by Er distribution in mixed phase nanoparticles.



Major Scientific Results
8. Local symmetry influences not only the emission intensity but also the relative contribution of the upconversion
mechanisms, which can be spectrally tuned by the excitation wavelength. Our findings are relevant in the developing
context of use of pulsed excited UPC emission of lanthanide doped nanoparticles in bioimaging, thermometry and
lifetime multiplexing applications.

Under pulsed excitation, the upconversion emission intensity is comparable/110 times greater

in higher com-pared to in lower local symmetry, in contrast to cw excited upconversion.



Authors: Bogdan Cojocaru, Daniel Avram, Vadim
Kessler, Vasile Parvulescu, Gulaim Seisenbaeva &
Carmen Tiseanu

Article Title: Nanoscale insights into doping behavior,
particle size and surface effects in trivalent metal
doped SnO2

*Scientific Reports, 2017, 7, 9598

Dissemination of Results – 2017
Articles in ISI Journals

Although the article has the appropriate Acknowledgment, it is not part of the official

dissemination of results as the accepted date of the article is a week prior the official

project start.
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optical and X-ray excitation of luminescence in Er doped oxide nanoparticles for spectral 
converters and theranostics” EUROMAT 2017, 17 – 22.09.2017, Thessaloniki, Greece

2. Daniel Avram, Bogdan Cojocaru, Ion Tiseanu, Mihaela Florea, Carmen Tiseanu “X-ray 
and Near-Infrared Excitation of Luminescence in Ln doped Nanoparticles for Bio-
imaging Applications”, SHIFT 2017 (Spectral sHapIng For biomedical and energy 
applicaTions), 12 – 17.11.2017, Costa Adeje, Spain (Awarded Poster prize (special 
mention) offered by J Mater Chem B, Royal Society of Chemistry , FI 4.5)

http://euromat2017.fems.eu/
http://www.names-ull.es/shift2017/
http://blogs.rsc.org/jm/2017/11/22/congratulations-to-the-poster-prize-winners-at-shift2017-conference-held-on-13th-17th-november-in-tenerife-spain/
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upconversion properties”, IBWAP (18th International Balkan Workshop on Applied Physics
and Materials Science), 10-13.07.2018, Constanta Romania.

2. Daniel Avram, Claudiu Colbea, Alin Broasca, Bogdan Cojocaru, Carmen Tiseanu “Remarkable
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International Bal-kan Workshop on Applied Physics and Materials Science), 10-13.07.2018,
Constanta Romania.
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„Phase-tuning of Er dopde ZrO2 and correleation with upconversion emission proprties”
ICOM 2018 (The 5th International Conference on the Physics of Optical Materials and
Devices), 27-31.08.2018, Igalo, Montenegro.
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Articles in ISI Journals 
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4. Daniel Avram, Claudiu Colbea, Mihaela Florea, Sorin Lazar,
Daniel Stroppa & Carmen Tiseanu “Imaging dopant
distribution across complete phase transformation by TEM
and upconversion emission” Nanoscale, 2019, 11, 16743-
16754
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Articles in ISI Journals 



5. Daniel Avram, Claudiu Colbea & Carmen Tiseanu
“Effects of local symmetry on upconversion emission
mechanisms under pulsed excitation” J. Mater. Chem. C,
2019,7, 13770-13777
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1. C. Colbea, D. Avram, M. Florea, C. Tiseanu "Can wet impregnation be a viable alternative to
bulk doping?" 47th IUPAC World Chemistry Congress, 5-12 July 2019, Paris, France

2. C. Colbea, D. Avram, M. Florea, C. Tiseanu "Bulk doping versus wet impregnation:
nanoparticle preparation of doped metal oxides" IBWAP (19th International Balkan
Workshop on Applied Physics and Materials Science), 16-19.07.2018, Constanta, Romania

3. D. Avram, C. Colbea, M. Florea and C. Tiseanu "The effects of local symmetry on the
upconversion emission intensity, color and dynamics under ns pulsed excitation" 8th
International Workshops on Photoluminescence of Rare-Earth: Photonic Materials and
Applications (PRE'19), 4-6.09.2019, Nice, France (Awarded 2nd Prize for Poster presentation)
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Dissemination of Results - 2019
Conferences

https://pre19.sciencesconf.org/resource/page/id/10


Outstanding results

Authors: Daniel Avram, Claudiu Colbea,
Mihaela Florea, Sorin Lazar, Daniel
Stroppa & Carmen Tiseanu

Article Title: Imaging dopant
distribution across complete phase
transformation by TEM and
upconversion emission

Article presented on Front Cover of
Nanoscale, 2019,11 (36)



Outstanding results

Authors: Daniel Avram, Claudiu Colbea &
Carmen Tiseanu

Article Title: Effects of local symmetry on
upconversion emission mechanisms
under pulsed excitation

Article presented on Front Cover of J.
Mater. Chem. C, 2019,7 (44)
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intensity, color and dynamics under ns pulsed
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Photoluminescence of Rare-Earth: Photonic Materials
and Applications (PRE'19), 4-6.09.2019, Nice, France
(Awarded 2nd Prize for Poster presentation)

https://pre19.sciencesconf.org/
https://pre19.sciencesconf.org/resource/page/id/10


Outstanding results

Mentorship of exceptional young researchers

Due to the accumulated experience within the project framework, Claudiu
Colbea, a Msc student within the team project won a PhD scholarship to prestigious ETH
School (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich), Zurich within „Scientific Center
for Optical and Electron Microscopy” (https://scopem.ethz.ch/) research group.

https://scopem.ethz.ch/

